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Abstract

Electron motion in molecules can be initiated by a laser pulse, and through the induced charge migration

can, in turn, trigger a response from the nuclei. The generated electron-nuclear wave packets can quickly

decohere, but also lead to recurrence of coherences. Presented here is a quantum dynamics study of H2

and LiH in strong fields. No separation of electronic and nuclear motion is assumed, and no precomputed

potential energy surface is required. It is shown that electron and nuclear motion are strongly coupled

through the laser-pulse excitation, and already moderate nuclear excitation can substantially impact the

electron dynamics. Through the full quantum dynamical treatment, coherence properties of electronic and

nuclear wave function can be investiaged. The nuclear motion leads to decoherences while it can also

introduce recurrence of coherences.
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INTRODUCTION

Experimental efforts to initiate and monitor electronic motion in molecules have achieved

tremendous progress in the past two decades: From the first generation of attosecond pulse trains

in 2001 [1, 2], through the first imaging of single-electron wave functions [3] and generation of

laser pulses with pulse durations of only six attoseconds [4], to the observation and control of

electron migration in iodoacetylene [5], and, very recently, the acceleration of chemical reactions

[6]. Attosecond science has begun to receive more attention from the chemistry and molecular

physics community. One pertinent goal of chemists, the control of chemical reactions, seems

viable through charge-directed chemistry. This field is inspired by early experiments of Weinkauf

et al. [7–9]; initially, an electronic wave packet is created either through ionization or electronic

excitation. This electronic wave packet leads to non-stationary electron dynamics through charge

migration [10–12], resulting in an electron-nuclear potential that changes on a femtosecond to

attosecond time scale. Through this modulating potential, nuclear motion can be initiated and,

ideally, be driven to trigger a desired process such as a specific fragmentation of a molecule or

even chemical reactions. Conversely, the motion of the nuclei can facilitate and enhance electronic

processes, such as charge-resonance enhanced ionization (CREI) [13–17], the generation of even

harmonics for centrosymmetric molecules [18], or in chemical reactions [6].

Attosecond spectroscopy is very closely connected with strong-field physics, as attosecond

laser pulses are commonly generated through the electronic response to strong incident laser fields

(typically around 1014 W/cm2), such as in high harmonic generation (HHG). Recent combined

experimental and theoretical approaches [19, 20] demonstrate that the electron-nuclear dynamics

in H2 and H+2 exhibit very strong electron-nuclear coupling in electric fields. The phase of the

overlapping eigenstates that compose the initiated wave packet leads to very complex dynamics;

these can only be understood in a fully quantum mechanical description of both electronic and

nuclear degrees of freedom.

It is shown here that the molecular response to strong laser fields entails both nuclear and

electronic excitations (even on a timescale of a few tenths of fs), which can be coupled to each

other, forming molecular rather than electronic or vibrational excitations. In the spirit of vibronic

or excitonic states, these initiated wave packets generate signatures in the potential, resembling

quantum beating. Furthermore, absorption spectra are obtained in which both electronic and

nuclear transition energies are encoded, and provide excellent agreement with experimental data.
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The multiconfiguration electron-nuclear dynamics method (MCEND) [21–23] is employed,

where the electron-nuclear wave function is described as a sum of products of determinants for the

electrons and Hartree products for the nuclei. Both the determinants and the Hartree products are

time-dependent, as are the state coefficients that signify the population of each product. Similar as

in the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree method (MCTDH) [24] for nuclear dynamics,

and the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree-Fock method (MCTDHF) [25–27] for electron

dynamics, the equations of motion (EOM) for wave functions and coefficients are obtained through

the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP). This leads to a very efficient, though non-

linear, description of the time evolution of the electron-nuclear system, and allows the simulation

of systems that cannot be treated by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation directly.

Such exact calculations have been carried out by Bandrauk and co-workers [13, 28, 29] and

in the framework of exact factorization (XF) techniques [30–32]. Another approach that treats

electron and nuclear dynamics on the same footing is the END (electron-nuclear dynamics) [33]

approach, where extensions to including electron correlation and nuclear quantum effects have

been proposed [34, 35]. Furthermore, there are density-based methods available that allow a

simultaneous evolution of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom (DOF) [36–38], but these

also treat the nuclei classically. Other extensions of MCTDH(F), similar in spirit to MCEND, have

been proposed [39, 40], which utilize a different partitioning of electronic and nuclear subspaces to

facilitate the evaluation of the EOMs. A formulation within a mean–field configuration interaction

(CI) scheme is also available [41].

MULTICONFIGURATION ELECTRON-NUCLEAR DYNAMICS

In the MCEND method, the molecular wave function is represented as a sum over products of

determinants ΦJe(r, t) for the electrons and Hartree products ΦJn(R, t) for the nuclei

Ψ(r,R, t) =

ord
∑

Je

∑

Jn

AJeJn(t)ΦJe(r, t)ΦJn(R, t) (1)

ΦJe(r, t) = |ϕ je1
(r1, t)ϕ je2

(r2, t) . . . ϕ je
Ne
(rNe
, t)| (2)

ΦJn(R, t) =

Nk
∏

k

ϕ jn
k
(Rk, t) (3)

with composite index Je = ( j
e
1, j

e
2, . . . j

e
Ne
) and Jn = ( j

n
1, j

n
2, . . . , j

n
Nk
). The spin orbitals (SOs) ϕ je

i

and single-particle functions (SPFs) ϕ jn
k

constitute the single-particle basis and are time-dependent,
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adapting to the optimal representation at each time step. The MCEND molecular Hamiltonian is

expressed as

Ĥ(r,R) = T̂e(r) + T̂n(R) + Vee(r) + Ven(r,R) + Vnn(R). (4)

Here, Ĥe(r) = T̂e(r) + Vee(r) is defined as the electronic Hamiltonian (where Ven(r,R) is not

contained in Ĥe(r), contrary to the usual definition), and Ĥn(R) = T̂n(R) + Vnn(R) is the nuclear

Hamiltonian. The coupling between electronic and nuclear DOF is contained in Ven(r,R). The

time-dependence of the SOs, SPFs, and coefficients AJeJn(t) that relate the single-particle to the

many-particle basis, are obtained from the TDVP:

i ÛAJeJn =

ord
∑

Le

∑

Ln

〈ΦJeΦJn |Ĥ |ΦLe
ΦLn
〉ALeLn

(5)

=

ord
∑

Le

〈ΦJe |Ĥe |ΦLe
〉ALeLn

+

∑

Ln

〈ΦJn |Ĥn |ΦLn
〉ALeLn

+

ord
∑

Le

∑

Ln

〈ΦJeΦJn |Ven |ΦLe
ΦLn
〉ALeLn

, (6)

i Ûϕ je
i
= (1 − Pe) (ρe)−1 〈Ĥe + Ven〉ϕ je

i
, (7)

i Ûϕ jn
k
= (1 − Pn)

(

ρ
n
)−1 [

Ĥn + 〈Ven〉
]

ϕ jn
k
. (8)

The projection operators Pe and Pn project onto the space spanned by the SOs and SPFs so that

Pe
=

∑Ne

i=1 |ϕ je
i
〉〈ϕ je

i
| and Pn

=

∑Nk

k=1 |ϕ jn
k
〉〈ϕ jn

k
|. The reduced electronic and nuclear density

matrices are given by ρe and ρn, and 〈Ĥe + Ven〉 and 〈Ven〉 are the mean fields [22]. No nuclear

rotational terms are included in the Hamiltonian, which is supported by the alignment of the

molecular axis in strong fields as in the applications targeted here. The MCEND wave function is

very flexible, and can be systematically improved by adding molecular orbitals (MOs) and SPFs.

The naming convention follows the one in electronic structure theory, with (number of electrons,

number of MOs, number of SPFs).

Using a wave function obtained from a propagation in imaginary time as initial state, the

absorption spectrum of a molecule can be generated with MCEND by employing a time-dependent

Hamiltonian. The electric field coupling is described in the semiclassical dipole approximation in

the length gauge. By computing the autocorrelation function, 〈Ψ(r,R, t = 0)|Ψ(r,R, t)〉, and taking

its inverse Fourier transform after the laser pulse has been switched off, the frequency components

of the time-dependent electron-nuclear wave function can be resolved. Here, the molecule is

excited using a short, non-resonant laser pulse, so that a superposition state is generated that
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contains components of the accessible eigenstates of the molecule. The frequency components

of the autocorrelation function (and their weights) then provide insights into the energies of the

eigenstates and transition moments from the ground state. Such absorption spectra are computed

for H2 and LiH, where the laser pulse takes the following form

E(t) = E0 sin2
(

πt

2σ

)

cos(ω0t), (9)

with E0 the initial pulse height for a specific orientation along the x, y, or z direction, 2σ the pulse

width, and ω0 the carrier frequency. For very short pulses, the vector potential would need to be

included as to avoid non-zero-area pulses.

The approach here does not describe electronic and vibrational continuum states (the primitive

basis that is used at this point does not allow a treatment of continuum states). For one, the electronic

basis is chosen as a Gaussian basis distributed on a grid; and Gaussian basis functions lead to a

trapping of charge rather than allowing charge to occupy the highly delocalized continuum states.

Furthermore, the grid basis that represents the primitive nuclear basis in principle can describe

dissociation, but would need to be extended much further in range than what is included in the

calculation (and, ideally, be capped with a complex absorbing potential). However, the laser pulse

parameters were chosen such that the intensity lies at or below 10−14 W/cm2, as this is generally

considered a threshold beyond which ionization and dissociation channels are fully accessible for

a molecular system. Below this threshold, tunnel-ionization, and similarly, dissociation, also take

place, but at a much lower percentage. For example, the possibility to generate high-harmonic

spectra necessarily implies that negative charge can be moved far away from the molecule through

tunnel-ionization. For the electron-nuclear spectra presented here, the parameters were chosen

such to minimize these effects; this becomes apparent from considering the nuclear difference

density as shown above, which is well contained on the nuclear grid, thus signifying that, if at all,

dissociative channels do not contribute significantly to the dynamics. For the electronic degrees

of freedom, such an estimate is much harder to obtain; here, due to the charge trapping, ionization

would appear as noise in the spectra. For H2, it appears that this is not the case, while for LiH, we

cannot fully exclude contributions from ionization.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

H2 excitation spectra

The absorption spectrum of H2 (laser pulse parameters: 2σ = 2.8 fs, ω = 0.416 Eh (109.5 nm),

I = 1014 W/cm2, z direction (along the molecular axis); and 2σ = 1.4 fs, ω = 0.555 Eh (80.9 nm),

I = 1014 W/cm2, x direction) is shown in Fig. 1 for a (221) expansion length. The laser pulse

parameters are chosen such that the frequency is off-resonant with a specific transition, while being

high enough to lie in the vicinity of the electronic excited states. Through the finite pulse length,

additional frequency components are included in the laser pulse. The expansion length signifies

the use of two time-dependent MOs (four SOs) for two electrons, and one SPF to describe the

vibrational DOF.

The computed absorption spectra for H2 are shown in Fig. 1 There are many features that can be
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectra for H2 using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set at the (221) expansion length, for z (top)

and x (bottom) polarization direction. Experimental transition frequencies [42] are marked with black lines.

observed in the calculated absorption spectra, where the experimental peak positions are indicated

with intensity set to an arbitrary height for better visibility. For one, there is a large cluster of peaks

close to the ground-state energy; and one centered around 100,000 cm−1 (z) and 120,000 cm−1 (x).

The peaks at higher energies correspond to electronic states that have been populated in the wave

packet. The positioning of the peaks is in excellent agreement with the experimental values [42].

However, very noticeable is that there are many smaller peaks located around the excited electronic

states at almost equidistant energies from the center peak at E = 90,700 cm−1 (p = z), E ≈ 110,000
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cm−1 (p = x), and also from the ground state peak at E = 0.0 cm−1. These peaks result from

nuclear excited states—vibrational excitations—that have been induced in the diatomic. As H2 is a

homonuclear diatomic with a zero dipole moment, these vibrational excitations cannot be directly

induced through the laser pulse. They are a consequence of the electron-nuclear coupling and

therefore induced nonadiabatically through the motion of the electrons, through Raman or other

processes. The energy spacing of the peaks is in the range of vibrational transition frequencies,

ranging from about 1000 cm−1 to ≈ 4500 cm−1.

The MOs for H2 during the excitation are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. At time t = 0 fs, the MOs

clearly resemble the σ and σ∗ MOs of H2. Through the laser pulse excitation, electron motion is

induced in the diatomic and the time-adaptable MOs rotate in Hilbert space, adapting to an optimal

representation at the single-particle level of the electron-nuclear wave function. As such, their

shape changes as is shown in Fig. 1 and 2, and differs for different polarization directions of the

laser pulse.

The electronic excitations that are observed in the spectrum—such as transitions to the 1
Σ
+

u and

1
Πg states—lead to an effective mixing of the MOs, for example, with the σpz and πpx/y orbitals. It

should be noted that these MOs are somewhat analogous to time-independent MCSCF MOs in that

they do not diagonalize the one-particle reduced density matrix (they are not natural orbitals and as

such exhibit fractional occupancies). The multiconfigurational wavefunction includes determinants

in which both electrons are in the lower-lying MO, singly excited determinants, and the doubly-

excited determinant in which both electrons are excited into the higher-lying MO. As the MOs

are time-dependent and adapt to the time-dependent Hamiltonian at each time step, their character

changes from pure σ to containing contributions of the higher-lying one-particle states such as the

π orbitals.

The detailed absorption spectrum of H2 (laser pulse parameters: 2σ = 2.8 fs, ω = 0.416 Eh

(109.5 nm), I = 1014 W/cm2, z-direction (along the molecular axis); 2σ = 1.4 fs, ω = 0.555 Eh

(80.9 nm), I = 1014 W/cm2, x-direction) is shown in Fig. 4 for a (221) expansion length.

Different possible transitions are marked in the Figure together with reference values from the

experiment [42, 43]. The raw spectrum from a 300 fs propagation is overlayed with a filtered

spectrum, using a Savitzky-Golay filter with a window length of 17 points (1770 cm−1) and

polynomial order of three. Both electronic and vibrational transitions are obtained in the spectrum,

although the laser pulse frequency targets electronic excitation (UV) and, a direct excitation of

vibrations in H2 is not possible, as it has a zero dipole moment. However, vibrational transitions are
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t = 0 fs

LUMO

HOMO

t = 30 fs t = 70 fs

FIG. 2. Graphical representations of the MOs of H2 before and after laser-pulse excitation in the z-

polarization direction. The initial MOs resemble the σ and σ∗ MOs, which then adapt to the optimal

representation at each time step for the time-dependent Hamiltonian.

t = 0 fs

LUMO

HOMO

t = 30 fs t = 70 fs

FIG. 3. Graphical representations of the MOs of H2 before and after laser-pulse excitation in the x-

polarization direction.

induced indirectly through Raman-type processes. In the higher-energy region, the 0-0 transition

from the X1
Σ
+

g
(S0) ground to the first singlet excited state, B1

Σ
+

u (S1), and from the E1
Σ
+

g
(S2) /

F1
Σ
+

g
(S3)← X1

Σ
+

g
transition is indicated by a vertical solid line in red (v0−0, B1

Σ
+

u ← X1
Σ
+

g
) and

green (v0−0, E1
Σ
+

g
/F1
Σ
+

g
← X1

Σ
+

g
, denoted as νSn

0−0). In the following the focus is on vibrational

transitions in the ground and B1
Σ
+

u -state only, as the complexity increases rapidly when more

electronic states are considered. The v1−1 and v2−2 B1
Σ
+

u ← X1
Σ
+

g
transitions are marked with

solid red lines, at energies lower than the ν0−0 transition as the vibrational energy levels are closer

in energy for the excited state (the H2 bond in this state is weaker). At all of these transition

energies, peaks can be found in the simulated spectrum, where the ν0−0 transition from ground

to first excited state results in the highest intensity. Furthermore, in the simulated spectrum there

are peaks occurring at energies that correspond to ν0−n transitions from electronic ground to first
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FIG. 4. Electronic and nuclear excitation peaks obtained from H2 excitation in the z-direction run for 300

fs. The Savitzky-Golay filter (black line) is applied to the 300 fs spectrum. Experimental transition energies

(cm−1) are overlayed as vertical lines. a) Energy region around the electronic excited states. b) Energy

region close to the electronic ground state.

excited state, with n = [1, 7] (dashed line); a peak at the ν1−2 transition energy (dotted line);

and a small peak at the ν1−0 transition. In the energy region close to the ground state, peaks for

vibrational excitations in the electronic ground state can be found (from the vibrational ground

state ν0 to vibrationally excited states, νn). Similarly, vibrational transitions in the first electronic

excited state also lie in this energy region (from νS1
0 to νS1

n ), and also transitions in higher-lying

electronic states. Furthermore, there is a peak at the C1
Πu ← B1

Σ
+

u transition energy which does

not originate from the nuclear part of the wave function, as has been confirmed through a Fourier

transform of electronic and nuclear position expectation value (this peak is only obtained in the

electronic part). The excellent agreement of peak positions with experimental values is providing

a high level of confidence for these calculations, in that not only qualitative, but also quantitative

predictions towards the electron-nuclear dynamics can be made.
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Through the laser-pulse excitation of the electrons, an electronic wave packet is generated, that

induces a modulating potential which drives the nuclei from their equilibrium position. As such,

a nuclear wave packet is generated that is a superposition of vibrationally excited states (ground

state, first vibrational state, and higher-lying states), in the electronic ground state, and also in the

electronic excited state(s). The peaks that are observed in the spectrum originate in vibrational

transitions in the electronic ground state, and electronic excited states. The magnitude of the

peaks is related to the transition dipole moments between the electronic states, and the overlap of

the nuclear eigenstate functions in the respective vibrational states, 〈φn
initial |φ

n
final〉 (Franck-Condon

factors), and the energy difference between the electronic states.

LiH excitation spectra

As a second example, a similar calculation was carried our for LiH (ω0 = 0.110 Eh (414 nm),

I = 1.405 × 1013 W/cm2, 2σ = 2.8 fs). The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 5 a) and b).

Experimental electronic excitation energies [42, 44] are indicated with black lines. The spectra

were generated for three different expansion lengths: (421), (431), and (441). The agreement of the

(441) transition energies with the experimentally observed transitions is excellent, both for z and x

polarization direction, where, depending on the relative polarization of electric field and molecule,

different excitations can be observed. The (431) expansion length yields results in close agreement

with the experiment, and can be chosen as a compromise between accuracy and computational

demand. The (421) expansion length, in which the electron-electron interaction is represented

through mean-field interaction only with no correlation effects, the agreement with experiment is

poor as expected.

Comparing to the H2 spectra, it is very noticeable that for LiH, very little to no nuclear vibration

is initiated, neither through the laser pulse nor electronic motion.

In order to generate an electron-nuclear spectrum, a two-pulse excitation is carried out: first,

LiH is irradiated using an infrared (IR) laser pulse to initiate nuclear motion, directly followed

by the same laser pulse used prior to obtain the electronic spectrum. The resulting spectra are

shown in Fig. 6, for the (441) expansion length and z/x polarization direction of the second pulse

(parameters of the first pulse: ω = 0.010 Eh (4,556 nm), I = 1.86 × 1013 W/cm2 (z − z) and I =

2.19×1013 W/cm2 (z− x), 2σ = 60.8 fs). The agreement of the calculated excitation energies with

experimental transition energies is excellent. Two characteristics are very noticeable: Many small
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FIG. 5. Absorption spectra for LiH (cc-pVDZ basis set); experimental transition frequencies are marked

with black lines [42, 44]. a) Excitation along z polarization direction with different expansion lengths. b)

Excitation along x polarization direction with different expansion lengths.

peaks at a similar energy spacing can be found in the spectra, which at least partially originate in

nuclear excitations. Secondly, for b), where the second laser pulse was polarized in x direction, we

also obtain excitation into the 1
Σ
+ electronic state, which did not occur without nuclear motion.

Inducing nuclear motion therefore in turn induces a population transfer into the 1
Σ
+ excited state.

An in-depth analysis of the two-pulse excitation spectrum is shown in Fig. 7, for the (441)

expansion length and z polarization direction of both pulses. Many small peaks at a similar energy

spacing can be found in the spectrum; however for many of these it remains inconclusive if these

represent real features in the electron-nuclear dynamics. The spacing between the small peaks is

roughly 420–550 cm−1, which is in the range of the experimental vibrational transition energies

between the vibrational states in the 1
Σ
+ state. But, as these features are very small, only peaks are

discussed that exhibit substantial intensity and that are reproduced through different propagation

times, and Fourier transforms of electronic and nuclear expectation values.

Different experimental vibrational and electronic transition energies [42, 44] are marked on
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FIG. 6. Absorption spectra for LiH (cc-pVDZ basis set, (441) expansion length); experimental transition

frequencies are marked with black lines [42, 44]. The one-pulse spectrum is overlayed for comparison. a)

Excitation along z polarization direction. b) Excitation along x polarization direction.

Figure 7. In the higher energy region, the ν0−0 transition energy coincides with the largest peak

(∼27,000 cm−1), and several possible transitions lie around it; such as the ν1−1 and ν0−1 transitions.

In the lower-energy region, the vibrational transition energies in the electronic ground state and
1
Σ
+ excited state are marked as ν0 and νS1

0 to νn and νS1
n , and so on for transitions from vibrational

excited states. For LiH, no electronic transitions between the singlet excited states are observed in

the spectrum (1
Π ← 1

Σ
+) but only transitions from the electronic ground state.

Nuclear vibration of H2 and LiH

The two above examples illustrate quite different electron-nuclear coupling effects. In the first

example—H2—the electronic motion leads to an uptake of nuclear motion, and to the appearance

of many electronic and vibrational transitions in the spectra. In the second example—LiH—the

induced nuclear motion influences the electronic excitations, and not only electronic and vibrational

peaks are seen in the spectra, but also transitions that were previously not observed, such as the 1
Σ
+

excitation for the x polarization direction. The nuclear vibration can also be visualized through the

nuclear difference density.

The nuclear difference density in the grid basis, ∆ρn(R, t), which is the difference of the nuclear

density at time t and initial time, can be obtained from

∆ρn(R, t) = ρn(R, t) − ρn(R, 0), (10)
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FIG. 7. Electronic and nuclear excitation peaks obtained from the two-pulse excitation of the (441) expansion

length for LiH in the z-polarization direction overlayed with experimental transition energies [42, 44]. In

the upper part a), the energy region around the first electronic excited state (1
Σ
+) is shown. In the lower part

b) the energy region close to the electronic ground state is shown.

with the nuclear density on the grid given as

ρ
n(R, t) =

nSPF
∑

k

nSPF
∑

l

Jmax
∑

j=1

φ
n∗
k (R, t)A

∗
J, k(t)AJ, l(t)φ

n
k(R, t). (11)

The sums here run over all SPFs k and l, and all their respective configurations J, k and J, l for a

total number of configurations Jmax.

Such a nuclear density difference is shown in Fig. 8 for H2. Already from the beginning of

the propagation, just after the laser pulse has been switched off at about 3 fs, nuclear vibration

sets in. Initially, the nuclei are moved further apart and move back to the equilibrium position;

but around 32 fs, the nuclei start to move also further in, resulting in a vibration that leads to a

shortening and stretching of the H2 bond. The vibrational period obtained with MCEND is 11.0 fs,

which is close to the experimental vibrational period of H2 (the fundamental vibrational excitation
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ν0 = 4162.6 cm−1 has a vibrational period of ≈8 fs).
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FIG. 8. Contour plot of the nuclear difference density ∆ρn(R, t) for H2 during the excitation with a z-

polarized laser pulse. Positive values indicate a probability increase, while negative contour values indicate

a probability decrease.

The difference density for LiH after laser pulse excitation with an UV/VIS wavelength is shown

in Figure 9 a) and results in very little nuclear motion, thus confirming the absence of vibrational

peaks in the above spectra. For the two-pulse excitation, where an IR pulse is followed by an

UV/VIS pulse, the uptake of vibrational motion is clearly visible in the difference density, shown

in Fig. 9 b). Here, the nuclear motion sets in around 20 fs, and quickly builds up, with the nuclei

moving in and out from the equilibrium position, resulting in a shortening and stretching of the

bond and an oscillating nuclear contribution to the dipole moment.

Born-Oppenheimer potential and coherence properties

Monitoring the different energy contributions to the total energy allows a reconstruction of a

time-varying “Born-Oppenheimer potential” which contains the overall potential energy contri-

butions that can trigger nuclear motion. The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential is defined here

as

VBO(t) = 〈Te〉 + 〈Vee〉 + 〈Ven〉 + 〈Vnn〉 (12)

in analogy with the definition of potential energy surfaces. It should be noted at this point that the

time-dependence of the BO potential results from the implicit time-dependence of its constituent

terms; while the electronic kinetic energy, electron-electron interaction, etc., are defined as usual in
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FIG. 9. Contour plot of the nuclear difference density ∆ρn(R, t) for LiH during the a) UV/VIS-excitation

using a pulse polarized along z and b) an IR pulse followed by an UV/VIS pulse to induce nuclear motion,

both polarized along z.

a molecular Hamiltonian, their expectation values, of course, change over time due to the explicit

time-dependence of the wave function. As such, the time-dependence of VBO(t) results from the

time-dependence of the electron-nuclear wave packet.

The time-dependent BO potential is plotted against the nuclear distance expectation value R

and time in Fig. 10. As the expectation values during the propagation are calculated at a time

step of 0.01 fs, it is possible to generate an interpolated surface, although technically there is only

one point for each t and R. The equilibrium bond distance before the laser pulse, which is the

optimal bond distance for this basis set and expansion length as obtained through a propagation in

imaginary time, is R0 = 0.763 Å. Looking at the BO potential versus bond distance, the equilibrium

distance no longer corresponds to a minimum in the potential. Instead, the minimum has been

shifted to larger bond lengths at around R = 0.84 − 0.90 Å. As the potential energy curves of the

H2 excited states are more repulsive with minimum bond lengths further out than the ground state,
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FIG. 10. Contour plot of the Born-Oppenheimer potential VBO during the UV-excitation of H2 using a pulse

polarized along z.

this overall behaviour stems from the superposition of electronic ground and excited states that

shifts the energy landscape. Also, for the first 40 fs, the BO potential does not reach any minima

as deep as around 50 fs—although the bond lengths sampled during the propagation are the same.

This reflects that not only the energetics, but also the phase of the wave packet plays a significant

role in the dynamics. Through the onset of nuclear motion, the electronic wave function loses

coherence rapidly. The continuing modulation of the electronic wave function through the nuclear

vibration, however, leads to recurrences of coherence in the electron-nuclear wave function, and,

also if the electronic ground state is significantly populated, to the reappearance of minima in the

BO potential.

The time-dependent BO potential for LiH after the two-pulse excitation is shown in Fig. 11,

and exhibits several minima at bond lengths further out from the equilibrium bond length (around

R = 1.392 Å) and one minimum closer to the equilibrium bond length between t = 110 − 125

fs. Again, these minima occurring at certain times during the propagation are attributed to

coherence and quantum transport effects: when the electronic part of the electron-nuclear wave

packet mostly corresponds to the electronic ground state (around the equilibrium distance) versus

electronic excited states (slightly elongated bond), and coherence is gained through the recurrence

of resonances, then the BO potential exhibits dips that appear periodically, similar to quantum

beats.

The coherence of a wave packet can be quantified through the density matrix ρ [45, 46]. The

density matrix contains the populations of the individual states on its diagonal, while the off-

diagonal elements signify the mixing of the states. In a coherent wave packet, the phase of the

wave packet has no destructive interference, and the trace of the density matrix squared—the purity
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FIG. 11. Contour plot of the Born-Oppenheimer potential VBO during the IR+VIS-excitation of LiH using

a pulse polarized along z.

P—is equal to one. Decoherence of an initially coherent wave packet can be introduced through

fluctuations of the environment, through which the purity is reduced, resembling a mixed state.

Another measure of the mixture of a state is the von Neumann entropy S, given as

S = −tr [ρ ln ρ] (13)

If the nuclei in electron-nuclear dynamics are treated as classical particles, quantum coherence

effects as well as effects from the spatial delocalization of the nuclear wave function are not present

in the dynamics. Here however, electrons and nuclei are treated on the same footing, and the

electron-nuclear density matrix reflects the coherence and decoherence of the molecular wave

packet. For H2, initially an electronic wave packet is generated, but then the nuclear motion sets in

quickly, leading to dephasing and a fast decoherence of the electronic wave packet in a few fs (Fig.

12). This is reflected in the quick rise of the entropy and lowering of the purity at the beginning of

the propagation. However, throughout the propagation, the nuclear motion continuously modulates

the electronic wave packet, while the electron dynamics modulate the nuclear motion–leading to

recurrences of coherence as the purity increases around 38 fs and 120 fs, and the entropy decreases.

These coherence gains are also visible in the BO potential as potential wells whenever the electronic

wave packet mostly corresponds to the ground state.

For the two-pulse excitation in LiH, the underlying process is slightly different: in the first

60.8 fs, LiH is vibrationally excited with an IR laser pulse; coherence is maintained initially but

then much reduced at around 25 fs. This is when the nuclear motion sets in fully (see above), and

results from the electronic wave packet following the nuclei; though instantaneously, the following

is not necessarily coherent during the rapid change of nuclear positions. At several instances

throughout the propagation, entropy is reduced and purity gained. The change is not as dramatic
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as for H2, and there are many more fluctuations obtained. The broad minimum in the BO potential

around t = 110 fs coincides with one of these oscillations. So far, at this point we can conclude that

several factors play a role in the occurrence and recurrence of the "dips" in the BO potential, one

of them certainly is the coherence of the electron-nuclear wave packet, another the predominant

population of one of the electronic states, and also the position of the nuclei, as we have shown

throughout the two-pulse scheme that a small nuclear excitation can impact the electronic motion

significantly.
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FIG. 12. Entropy S and purity P = tr[ρ2] of the electron-nuclear wave packet as calculated from the density

matrix. The norm tr [ρ] is shown as well to demonstrate the conservation of the norm. The raw data for S

and P is overlayed with a filtered signal (Savitzky-Golay filter) for an enhancement of the dominant peaks.

a) During the laser pulse excitation of H2. b) During the two-pulse excitation of LiH.

SUMMARY

Simulations of the fully coupled electron-nuclear dynamics of H2 and LiH in strong laser fields

demonstrated the high level of correlation between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.

Excitation spectra of both diatomics contain signatures of the coupled motion, where for H2, the

electronic excitation directly initiated nuclear motion. In the case of LiH, nuclear motion was

induced using a laser pulse, and then the electronic response was probed using a second pulse.

Electronic transitions that are not observed under electronic excitation only for certain polarization

directions could be obtained as a direct consequence of electron-nuclear coupling.

The time-dependent signatures of the potential that the nuclei experience due to electronic
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motion show recurring patterns that resemble quantum beating. The coherence properties of

the electron-nuclear wave packets predominantly influence the occurence of these minima in the

potential.

Further investigations toward coupled electron-nuclear dynamics are needed to investigate the

impact and magnitude of coherence effects, and their role in processes that exhibit, for example,

quantum beating, or other vibronic and excitonic states [47–50]. This is also important with respect

to attosecond dynamics, as the experimental driving field for the generation of high harmonic

radiation typically lies in the IR range [51], and the molecular response to the driving field can

entail nuclear effects as well as the electronic motion [20].
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